
Part numbers are  
imprinted on the  
underside of the  
tank lid.

Toilet number is  
imprinted on the  
inside back of tank.

For detailed parts listings, see pages 18-19.

Canister (Dual Flush) Toilets

Flush Valve Seal
1131496

If you have a Dual Flush toilet, you will see a two-button actuator on top of  
the toilet rather than a trip lever. Inside the tank you will not see a flapper but  
a cylinder-shaped flush valve. These toilets do not use a flapper, but a seal.  
If your toilet is leaking water into the bowl, the seal needs to be replaced, 
not the flush valve. 
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Most fill valves
GP1138930
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For detailed parts listings, see pages 20-29.

2-Inch-Flapper, One-Piece Toilets

GP84995 – Used in 
various one-piece toilets

GP83064 – Used in older 
one-piece toilets

GP1078440 – Used in 
various one-piece toilets

GP89825 – 
For Portrait® toilets

Replaces discontinued 
flappers 88925, 85655,  
84138, 84314

GP88921 – Used in older
one-piece toilets

Replaces discontinued  
flapper 84995

Flappers

Most fill valves
GP1138930

Some 
fill valves
See pages 20-29

Part numbers are  
imprinted on the  
underside of the  
tank lid.*

Toilet number is  
imprinted on the  
inside back of tank.

*  Toilets manufactured prior to 
1990 do not have part number 
labels on the underside of the lid.

Toilets manufactured prior to 2004 are most common 
with a 2-inch flapper.
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For detailed parts listings, see pages 30-41.

2-Inch-Flapper, Two-Piece Toilets

Flappers
GP49114 – Used in older 
two-piece toilets

GP87449 – Used in various 
two-piece toilets

If your current fl apper resembles 
the above, replace with GP87449. 

If your current fl apper resembles 
the above, replace with GP85160. 

Older toilets may have a 
black fl apper; replace 
with GP49114.

Replaces these 
discontinued fl appers

Replaces these 
discontinued fl appers

GP85160 – Used in various 
two-piece toilets

Fill Valve
GP1138930

Most two-piece fl apper 
toilets will have:

Triangle gasket kit GP51487

Part numbers are
imprinted on the 
underside of the 
tank lid.*

Toilet number is 
imprinted on the 
inside back of tank.

*  Toilets manufactured prior to 
1990 do not have part number 
labels on the underside of the lid.

Toilets manufactured prior to 2004 are most common with a 2-inch fl apper. 
All two-piece toilets that have a 2-inch fl apper use fi ll valve GP1138930.
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Discontinued
Flush Valve

Discontinued
Fill Valve Tank Gasket Flush Ball/FlapperFlush ValveFloat/Fill Valve Discontinued

Flush Ball/Flapper

KOHLER® Genuine Parts

Note: Part numbers that have a “GP” prefix refer to a blister package.
For example, GP1059291 is the same part as previous part number 1059291 but in a blister package.

Canister (Single-Flush) Two-Piece Toilets

GP1138930

GP1083167

N/A

N/A

N/A

1112256DISCONTINUED
Use GP1138930

1096382
1034694
1059495

1.28 gpf 

1113628 
1.28 gpf 

1142634 
(for lined tank)

1.6 gpf 

1083980 

1.28 gpf  

1157702

1.28 gpf 

1161447

1.28 gpf 

1157995 
1.6 gpf 

1126916

GP1059291

GP1059291

GP1018165-F

1024390

GP1018165-F

1024390

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1085759
1083167

1.28 gpf 

1090618  
1.6 gpf  

1085760 

N/A

GP1059291DISCONTINUED
Use GP1083167

N/A

N/A

N/A

GP1083167 1.28 gpf  

1151739
1.6 gpf  

1070282

N/A

N/A

N/A

GP1059291

GP1059291

GP1059291

GP1018165-F

GP1018165-F

1024390

1024390

2"

3"

1.28 gpf

1.6 gpf

GP1083167

N/AN/A

GP51487

GP1083167

GP1083167

GP51487

GP51487


